
Germany’s Most Attractive Startups to Work for in 2019

● LinkedIn Top Startups 2019 ranking

● Taxfix places #16

Berlin, September 4th, 2019 - Today, LinkedIn publishes the list of the hottest German

startups in 2019. Taxfix ranks #16 in the list of top 25 most popular German Startups for

employers of top candidates.

"We founded Taxfix knowing that we can achieve our goals only if we work as a team. That's

why a strong company culture is so important to us. Trust, joint learning, understanding,

development and effective implementation of projects are key cornerstones of Taxfix. We

make sure that these cornerstones are reflected in all business areas. We are happy to see

that our previous investment in building a special company culture has paid off. We are very

proud to be among the most attractive startups in Germany." Mathis Büchi, CEO and

Co-founder of Taxfix.

The LinkedIn Top Startups is a ranking of companies annually published that lists employers

in high demand by job seekers. LinkedIn analyzes the data of its job platform in four main

categories: engagement with the company, interest in job offers, recruitment of top

candidates, and growth in the number of employees. The purpose of this analysis is to

identify the companies that are at the forefront of today's changing work environment. It also

identifies the companies that offer the best development opportunities for job seekers.

Please find the full list (in German) here.

Taxfix was founded in Berlin in 2016 and currently employs more than 100 people. The

startup offers employees the opportunity to implement, develop, and grow their ideas in the

company independently and quickly starting from day one. New hires work alongside

experienced employees and thus learn quickly and effectively. The company also offers

weekly joint breakfasts and lunches as well as numerous self-development opportunities,

German and English classes, company retreats, yoga and meditation, subsidized sports

courses, flexible working hours and home office opportunity to promote a good balance

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/linkedin-top-startups-2019-diesen-25-jungen-jetzt-arbeiten-sara-weber/


between work and private life.

About Taxfix
Mathis Büchi and Lino Teuteberg founded Taxfix in 2016 with the aim to simplify complicated tax

systems and make tax returns accessible to everyone. Both founders have experience in building and

scaling startup companies. Taxfix is headquartered in Berlin, Germany, with a team of more than 100

employees including accountants, lawyers, and developers. The company is backed by investors

such as Valar Ventures, Creandum, and Redalpine.
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